Dramatically reduced precision in microarray analysis retains quantitative properties and provides additional benefits.
Microarray technology is a primary tool for elucidating the differences between similar populations of nucleic acid molecules. It is frequently used to detect mRNA population shifts that result from perturbations such as environmental changes, host-pathogen interactions, or the shift from therapeutic to toxic drug doses. Unfortunately, current microarray analysis methods provide only undirected discovery tools and cannot be directed to a particular hypothesis. To address this issue, we demonstrate that biologically relevant aspects of expression profiles may be captured by precision-reduced descriptions that are fully human readable, and that biologically relevant relationships may be captured by applying familiar pattern searching techniques to these precision-reduced descriptions. Even expression profiles that are reduced to only a single bit of precision, retain the surprising ability to reproduce the clustering results from the full 16-bit precision original data. We also illustrate that simple verbal descriptions ("my gene's expression went up briefly at timepoint 10") of expression profiles are quantitative entities fully compatible with clustering and searching within the precision reduced data.